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Introduction:
Is the Mainframe Secure?
Over 70 percent of the world’s financial data is stored and used from
applications running on Big Iron with replacement costs estimated at over
$20 trillion, and mainframe data storage is growing at a rate of 30 percent
per year. This data is not only critical to company operations but is in
many cases personally identifiable information (PII) about individuals.
Yet, organizations are not keeping up with compliance and standards for
security on mainframes.1 Contrary to popular opinion, it is only as secure
as the TIME and EFFORT you spend on maintaining the integrity of the
environment.
In the mainframe’s 50-plus years, great wisdom and practical experience have accumulated. So, unfortunately,
have a number of urban legends and myths. The most widely believed myth is that the mainframe’s operating
environment is an impenetrable fortress. The Fortress Myth is based on the impressive and legendary IBM®
z/OS® System Integrity Statement, which was first issued in 1973 as the MVS™ System Integrity Statement.
No other hardware and operating system vendor has issued a public statement of integrity. IBM’s
commitment to system integrity is the major reason that z/OS is such a secure platform. z/OS, as well as
the big three external security manager (ESM) products (CA-ACF2, CA-TSS, and IBM-RACF), all rely on this
Statement of Integrity in order to provide a secure platform.
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http://www.iso27001standard.com/blog/2016/02/23/what-can-war-teach-us-about-mainframe- security/
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There Can Be No Security on Your z/OS
System Without Operating System Integrity
You can spend hundreds of thousands of dollars
securing the applications that serve up the data,
but it won’t do you any good if you don’t maintain
the integrity of the operating system. Vendors and
research analysts will tell you that your number
one priority is to secure your applications. There is
even a practical handbook for selecting application
security tools and vendors. Has anyone told you that
all it takes is one zero-day vulnerability in the
z/OS operating system layer to bypass everything
you have done and are doing to secure your data?

“Now is the time for organizations
to do away with the misconceptions
and begin taking mainframe code
vulnerabilities seriously.”
RAY OVERBY
PRESIDENT, KEY RESOURCES, INC.

IBM’s z/OS Authorized Assembler Services Guide
states that you are responsible for making sure
that anything you install on each z/OS system
you maintain meets the criteria of the integrity
statement. To ensure that system integrity is
effective and to avoid compromising any of the
integrity controls provided within the system,
the installation must assume responsibility for
the following:
• T
 he physical environment of the computing
system.
• A
 doption of certain procedures (for example,
the password protection of appropriate system
data sets) that are a necessary complement to
the integrity support within the operating
system itself.
• T
 hat its own modifications and additions (3rd
Party Software) to the system do not introduce
any integrity exposures. That is, all installationsupplied authorized code (for example, an
installation SVC) must perform the same or an
equivalent type of validity checking and control
that the system uses to maintain its integrity.
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Definition of System Integrity
IBM defines integrity as the INABILITY of any
program, not authorized by a mechanism under
your control to:
• Disable or circumvent the store or fetch protection
• Access an operating system resource that is
password protected or protected by a mainframe
security product, also called an External Security
Manager (ESM)
• Obtain control in an authorized state such as
APF-authorized, supervisor state, or with a
protection key less than eight exploitable to
illicitly and invisibly browse, corrupt, or steal
data associated with the application.
NOTE: The IBM z/OS Statement of Integrity only
applies to the IBM software. It does not apply to
any ISV code or installation written code. You, the
z/OS system owner, are responsible for continually
verifying the integrity of any configuration-based
modifications and code you add to your z/OS
mainframe.
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Configuration or Code-Base
Vulnerability
Most security professionals understand what a
mainframe configuration-based vulnerability is, how
to find them, and how to mitigate the risk. Numerous
tools are available from Vendors, Security Consultants
and the Government that will uncover configurationbased vulnerabilities. However, it isn’t until you’ve done
a mainframe code-based vulnerability assessment that
you realize the severity of your exposures. Codebased vulnerabilities can allow hackers (external
or internal) to bypass your mainframe’s integrity
controls, and in some cases, you won’t even know
they have access to your system and your data.
Exploitable vulnerabilities in the mainframe can be
categorized as configuration-based and code- based.
Configuration-based vulnerabilities are caused by
improper configuration settings in the IPL (boot),
subsystem startup, or external security managers
like IBM RACF®, CA ACF2™ or CA Top Secret®.
Configuration-based vulnerabilities are remediated
by making configuration changes.
Code-based vulnerabilities are caused by poor
design or coding errors in products that reside in
the operating system layer on your mainframe.
A complete security compliance review of a
mainframe system includes vulnerability analysis of
configuration-based and code-based vulnerabilities.
Failure to do both leaves your mainframe system at
risk, and as stated above, you are responsible.
Also, ensuring system integrity is outside the scope of
the current external security managers. None of the
big three security packages (RACF, CA-ACF2, CA-Top
Secret) are capable of enforcing your Security Policy
when an operating system layer code vulnerability
allows your users to gain unauthorized access thru
an exploit which circumvents z/OS system integrity.
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Automated, Real-time,
Binary Code Scanning
Until recently, z/OS installations did not have access
to a tool capable of performing binary vulnerability
scanning of the software residing in the mainframe’s
operating system layer. Automated, real-time, binary
code scanning software makes it possible for
enterprises to scan the operating system layer of
the mainframe to identify Severe Security Code
Vulnerabilities™ (SSCVs).

Scans performed by Key Resources, Inc. using the
z/Assure® Vulnerability Analysis Program (VAP)
validate that the vast majority of mainframes have
SSCVs running on their production systems. The
vulnerabilities may exist in an operating system
or in vendor or internally written code. The chart
below clearly depicts that the number of software
vulnerabilities found by z/Assure VAP for 2016 is
significantly higher than in previous years. This
reveals an alarming acceleration in the number
of vulnerabilities.
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Definition of a Severe Security
Code Vulnerability
An SSCV is a weakness in the z/OS operating system
caused by coding techniques that do not follow the
IBM Statement of Integrity. The vulnerability could be
located in IBM Software Products supplied programs,
in Independent Software Vendor (ISV) supplied
programs, or installation-added programs or exits.
A severe security code vulnerability occurs when
one of the authorized programs on your z/OS system
violates the IBM Statement of Integrity.
IBM’s Statement of Integrity says “IBM’s commitment
includes design and development practices intended
to prevent unauthorized programs, subsystems,
and users from bypassing z/OS security – that is, to
prevent them from gaining access, circumventing,
disabling, altering, or obtaining control of key z/OS
system processes and resources unless allowed by
the installation.”

z/Assure VAP has categorized severe security code
vulnerabilities as ALTER level and READ level. An
ALTER level severe security code vulnerability is
defined as a vulnerability that when exploited will
completely compromise all data on your z/OS system,
as well as the system itself. Why? Because the
exploiter can change their authority to allow them
to alter any security parameter and gain access to
all data on the system. Severe security code based
ALTER level vulnerabilities will typically score at least
8.4 or higher using the CVSS V2 calculator. Following
is a chart of code-based vulnerabilities found since
2013 by z/Assure VAP by type.
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A READ level severe security code vulnerability is
defined as a vulnerability that when exploited, will
completely comprise some or all memory on your
system. It is common practice to place sensitive data
into fetch protected memory. Data placed into fetch
protected memory includes clear text passwords,
encryption keys, and other similar sensitive data.
This sensitive data could also include installation
defined sensitive data. Severe security code based
READ level vulnerabilities will typically score at least
5.0 or higher using the CVSS V2 calculator.
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“90 percent of reported security
incidents result from exploits
against defects in the design or
coding of software.”
THE SOFTWARE ENGINEERING INSTITUTE

When an SSCV is exploited, it is referred to as a zeroday attack. These attacks occur when a vulnerability
is exploited before a vendor or code-owner fixes the
code, or before the patch is installed by the user. The
attacks are commonly perpetrated by compromised
or disgruntled employees or external hackers who
bypass the security controls put in place by z/OS and
the installation. It takes only one exploit of a severe
security code vulnerability to elevate a user’s access
privileges, turn off security and logging, and perform
a distributed denial of service (DDOS) attack.
A severe security code based exploit is a set of
instructions that will enable an unauthorized z/OS
user to bypass your installation’s ESM controls. This
exploit is usually based upon one or more severe
security code vulnerabilities.
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Key Resources Inc. has decades of expertise providing software,
services and consulting to enterprises running critical apps on
IBM® z/OS. We help CIOs, CISOs and programmers take control
of mainframe security so they can protect their data, avoid costly
breaches and maintain regulatory compliance.
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